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Operation Hollywood: How the Pentagon Shapes and Censors the Movies [David L. Robb]
on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The only thing Hollywood likes
more than a good movie is a good deal.
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The only thing Hollywood likes more than a good movie is a good deal. For more than fifty
years producers and directors of war and action movies have been getting a great deal
from Americaâ€™s armed forces by receiving access to billions of dollars worth of
military equipment and personnel for little or no cost.
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Whatever Robb neglects in academic research standards, however, he makes up for in
redundancyâ€”the author tells us fifteen times that Phil Strub is the head of the
Pentagon's film office. The military services cannot, of course, prevent Hollywood's
celluloid wars or legally censor a script.
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than fifty years producers and directors of war and action movies have been getting a...
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Operation Hollywood: How the Pentagon Shapes and Censors the Movies / Edition 1 The
only thing Hollywood likes more than a good movie is a good deal. For more than fifty
years producers and directors of war and action movies have been getting a great deal
from Americaâ€™s armed forces by receiving access to billions of dollars worth of â€¦
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www.thefreelibrary.com › â€¦ › Film & History › January 1, 2005
Free Online Library: David L. Robb Operation Hollywood: How the Pentagon Shapes
and Censors the Movies.(Book review) by "Film & History"; Arts and entertainment
industries Books Book reviews
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Review - Not Available - Book Verdict. Although the U.S. military has no constitutional
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the armed services, the Department of Defense, and intelligence ...
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